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Abstract
In this paper, we describe our perspective on001
how meaningful resources for lower-resourced002
languages can be developed in connection with003
the speakers of those languages. We examine004
two massively multilingual resources in detail.005
We explore the contents of the names stored in006
Wikidata for a few lower-resourced languages007
and find that many of them are not in fact in008
the languages they claim to be and require non-009
trivial effort to correct. We discuss quality is-010
sues present in WikiAnn and evaluate whether011
it is a useful supplement to hand annotated012
data. We then discuss the importance of creat-013
ing annotation for lower-resourced languages014
in a thoughtful and ethical way that includes015
the languages’ speakers as part of the devel-016
opment process. We conclude with recom-017
mended guidelines for resource development.018

1 Introduction019

Recent years have seen increased interest from020

the ACL community in developing both mod-021

els and datasets for what may be termed “lower-022

resourced” languages. Advances in transfer learn-023

ing and the increased availability of data and024

benchmarks in these languages have made it025

straightforward to create what appear to be high-026

performing models for these languages with little027

or no annotated data.028

Yet despite the popularity and apparent effec-029

tiveness of these systems, the unique challenges030

and best practices for developing datasets and031

models for lower-resourced languages are rarely032

discussed alongside the system themselves. In this033

paper, through commentary on our experiences034

working with existing datasets and a discussion035

of current trends, we explore what resources can036

be most useful for the development of meaning-037

ful language technology for lower-resourced lan-038

guages, advancing our perspective that open data039

and models and a participatory approach to re-040

search are the keys to progress.041

Before we can elaborate on our perspective, we 042

must address a terminological issue which creates 043

a stumbling block when attempting to discuss re- 044

sources and language technology for the the lan- 045

guages of interest to us. Throughout this paper, 046

we will use the term lower-resourced language 047

to refer to languages that have received fewer 048

resources—as measured in any numbers of dimen- 049

sions such as models, datasets, papers, funding, 050

etc.—than the most popularly-studied languages 051

in the field of natural language processing. We ex- 052

plicitly use the comparative lower rather than low 053

to emphasize the continuum that exists across lan- 054

guages regarding the resources available for devel- 055

oping language technology. 056

We also acknowledge that whether a language is 057

lower-resourced in a specific context may depend 058

on what is available for the task at hand. Due to 059

singular efforts, a language that may have other- 060

wise been underserved by the research community 061

may have a rich set of resources for a single task 062

like machine translation, but might not have anno- 063

tation for other tasks. For example, consider the 064

Inuktitut language, which has a substantial amount 065

of government-domain machine translation data 066

(Joanis et al., 2020) that enabled a shared task (Bar- 067

rault et al., 2020) creating many machine transla- 068

tion models, but has few labeled datasets for other 069

tasks and is not included in any large multilingual 070

language models we are aware of. 071

We take an open and intersectional perspective 072

to what might be called a lower-resourced lan- 073

guage, acknowledging that this designation is both 074

imperfect and often the result of many contribut- 075

ing factors. For example, many languages referred 076

to in this way may be less-widely spoken, under- 077

served by the research community and funding 078

agencies, or used by marginalized or minoritized 079

populations. In summary, our use of the term 080

lower-resourced is intended to reflect a continu- 081

ous, not categorical, status and one that is multi- 082
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dimensional, depending on task and context.083

This paper’s contributions come at two levels.084

At the more concrete level, we discuss particular085

issues related to using Wikidata and WikiAnn as086

sources of information about names, and highlight087

how automatic processes to take advantage of this088

information can go wrong when no human exper-089

tise is involved. At a higher level, we discuss the090

problematic nature of developing language tech-091

nology datasets and models without no or limited092

interaction with the population of speakers of the093

languages involved.094

The goal of this paper is argue for our perspec-095

tive regarding what are the most effective ways to096

construct and use resources for building language097

technology for lower-resourced languages. While098

anonymity poses a challenge to being transparent099

about the experiences that have helped shape our100

views, we will provide this relevant background to101

our perspective: we are researchers who are deeply102

committed to building impactful language tech-103

nology and we work with the speakers of lower-104

resourced languages to develop datasets and mod-105

els that benefit their language communities.106

The structure of the paper is as follows. We107

first begin a review of two popular resources used108

in NLP for lower-resourced languages and the im-109

pact that they have had on the field. While we will110

discuss shortcomings of these resources, some-111

times demonstrating them with experiments, the112

goal of this section is not to publish a critique113

of these resources, but rather to make other re-114

searchers aware of their shortcomings and limita-115

tions. By acknowledging and understanding their116

limitations, we can better understand how to use117

them most appropriately and develop future re-118

sources that do not share the same limitations.119

We then turn to the importance of annotation120

and dataset creation processes that meaningfully121

involve speakers of the languages under study.122

We discuss open challenges for NLP for lower-123

resourced languages, and conclude with suggested124

guidelines for researchers performing research in125

this area.126

2 Wikidata: A source for name labels127

Wikidata1 is an open and collaboratively edited128

knowledge graph, hosted by the Wikimedia Foun-129

dation. The Wikidata graph consists of entity130

nodes connected by labeled edges that represent131

1https://www.wikidata.org

relations. Each entity and relation is identified by 132

a unique Wikidata identifier, e.g. Q4346375 (As- 133

sociation for Computational Linguistics) and P361 134

(part-of relation). 135

While English labels are typically used for the 136

page titles on the Wikidata website, most entities 137

have labels available in several languages, with the 138

most well-edited entries having labels in hundreds 139

of languages. This makes Wikidata an appealing 140

data source for constructing multilingual NLP re- 141

sources related to entity names, as parallel names 142

can in theory be trivially extracted from each en- 143

tity. For example, Wikidata could be used to 144

harvest name lists for a named entity recognition 145

(NER) system, or as a source of parallel names for 146

translation or transliteration models. In this sec- 147

tion, we show Wikidata’s promise for extracting 148

names in lower-resourced languages as well as the 149

data issues that arise in attempting to use it for this 150

purpose. 151

2.1 Name quality in lower-resourced 152

languages 153

Given the limited name-related annotation avail- 154

able for many lower-resourced languages, Wiki- 155

data is a promising source of information regard- 156

ing entity names. For example, previous work 157

has used it as a source of data for multilingual 158

name transliteration (Benites et al., 2020; Irvine 159

et al., 2010). Specifically for lower-resourced 160

languages, many approaches to NER and linking 161

for the LORELEI program (Strassel and Tracey, 162

2016) used Wikidata, Wikipedia, DBpedia, GeoN- 163

ames, and similar resources to provide name lists 164

relevant to the languages and regions for which 165

systems were developed. 166

However, there are many caveats hidden in the 167

data present in Wikidata and using the contents 168

without scrutiny can be problematic. One such 169

caveat is the mixing of languages and scripts oc- 170

curring within the entity labels of a single lan- 171

guage, especially lower-resourced ones. 172

Tigrinya, a Semitic language spoken in Africa 173

by over 9 million speakers, is a particularly good 174

example to explore, as it is written using the Ge’ez 175

script and has only 539 entity labels in Wikidata. 176

However, only 269 out of 539 labels are actu- 177

ally written in the Ge’ez script, with the rest be- 178

ing in Latin script.2 This problem is particularly 179

2We have confirmed with a native speaker of the language
that this does not represent meaningful variation where some
names may be borrowed in Latin script; they believed only
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pronounced among entities referring to persons,180

where only 36 entities are written in Ge’ez, and181

245 in Latin script. Out of all Tigrinya entity la-182

bels, nearly 50% are identical to the English label.183

While we have not done an exhaustive analy-184

sis, we believe that many other lower-resourced185

languages are affected by issues of this type. An-186

other example is Inuktitut, an Indigenous and his-187

torically minoritized language spoken in the Cana-188

dian Arctic by approximately 35,000–40,000 peo-189

ple, contains 25,222 entity labels in Wikidata, yet190

only 429 are written in the official Inuktitut syllab-191

ics. Out of all Inuktitut labels, 97% are identical192

to the corresponding English label, which suggests193

the entities are not only in the wrong script, but194

also the wrong language.195

This vast number of Latin script labels relative196

to the ones written in Ge’ez script and Inuktitut197

syllabics suggests that labels are potentially being198

copied over from other languages, presumably as199

a result of bot activity. This script pollution may200

have adverse effects, particularly when the amount201

of data in the desired script is very small, not only202

on training models on the raw data but also on any203

heuristic filtering methods that try to, for example,204

filter out all entity labels not in the most common205

script for the language (which may end up being206

the incorrect script).207

2.2 Name copying208

Another minority language heavily impacted by209

likely copying is Asturian, a language spoken by210

100,000–450,000 speakers in Spain. Wikidata con-211

tains over 5 million entity labels for Asturian, with212

97% of them identical to the English label. For213

comparison, 93.5% out of 5.8 million Spanish en-214

tity labels are identical to English.215

Overlap with English labels is not necessarily216

indicative of the labels being incorrect, as both217

Asturian and Spanish use the Latin alphabet and218

many named entities, particularly persons and or-219

ganizations, can be written in the same way across220

languages. However, the vast number of labels221

relative to the number of Asturian speakers (and222

proportionately, active Wikidata editors), and the223

extra-high level of English-matching suggests that224

labels are being copied from other languages. This225

automated copying is widespread, so much so that226

Asturian ranks as the fourth largest language in227

Wikidata as measured by number of entity labels,228

Ge’ez script names should count as valid data.

following English, Dutch, and Spanish. 229

All in all, these examples show that extra care 230

must be taken when harvesting multilingual data 231

for lower-resourced languages in cases where it is 232

possible that data may have been copied from a 233

higher-resourced language. This problem is most 234

visible in cases where a language uses a non-Latin 235

script, but is likely to exist for many other lan- 236

guages. Failing to exercise caution may result in 237

creating low-quality derived datasets that may do 238

more harm than good. For example, if a multilin- 239

gual dataset contains a large number of incorrect 240

copies of English in other languages, it may make 241

tasks appear easier than they are because of trivial 242

transfer from English. 243

2.3 Summary 244

In spite of the shortcomings in data quality, we still 245

believe Wikidata may be a valuable resource for 246

language technology development, provided that 247

enough effort is invested in data cleaning and vali- 248

dation. This process can take many forms depend- 249

ing on the application and could include, among 250

other things, automated identification and filtering 251

of languages and scripts, analysis of label copying 252

from higher-resourced languages, and even analy- 253

sis of who is making edits to Wikidata (for exam- 254

ple, to identify automated edits). 255

Instead of shunning Wikidata, we encourage 256

researchers to contribute to making it better for 257

the global research community, and especially 258

for lower-resourced languages for which Wikidata 259

may be one of the only resources available. We 260

also encourage researchers to use Wikidata collab- 261

oratively with the speakers of lower-resourced lan- 262

guages who can provide guidance on the quality of 263

resources derived from it and help with the process 264

of removing incorrect information. 265

3 WikiAnn 266

We now turn our attention to a different Wikipedia- 267

related resource, one derived from it. WikiAnn 268

(Pan et al., 2017) is a dataset originally created for 269

named entity tagging and linking of 282 languages 270

present in Wikipedia. Pan et al. generate “silver- 271

standard” named entity annotations “by transfer- 272

ring annotations from English to other languages 273

through cross-lingual links and KB properties, re- 274

fining annotations through self-training and topic 275

selection, deriving language-specific morphology 276

features from anchor links, and mining word trans- 277
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lation pairs from cross-lingual links.”278

3.1 A “silver” standard for multilingual NER279

Since the WikiAnn dataset was created it has been280

used as a multilingual NER benchmark and it is281

included as part of the XTREME (Hu et al., 2020)282

massively multilingual multi-task benchmark. It is283

not uncommon for WikiAnn to be mentioned as a284

multilingual NER benchmark with sometimes no285

mention of the fact that it is system output and not,286

in fact, annotation (despite the Ann in the name).287

We question the appropriateness of treating288

WikiAnn as a multilingual benchmark for NER.289

Even in a higher resourced language, the practice290

of evaluating a task on automatically derived data291

is sub-standard, hence the original authors refer-292

ring to it as a “silver standard.” This kind of evalu-293

ation can only show how close one model comes to294

replicating the automated data collection process295

and does not reflect human performance.296

Just examining the English data of WikiAnn re-297

veals a number of entity names that would oth-298

erwise never be marked as names by a human.299

Strings of text such as Independently released, If I300

were a boy, and List of books written by teenagers301

are annotated as organizations. I was glad, the lat-302

ter’s studio, and were promoted are annotated as303

locations, and range has expanded, a twelve-year-304

old passenger was found alive and Artavasdes II,305

who served as are tagged as person. While these306

examples are a small sample, we identified hun-307

dreds like these with either span issues, Wikipedia-308

specific entities like lists, incorrect entity types or309

entities that were simply not names. One might ar-310

gue that this represents less than 1% of the English311

WikiAnn data and is therefore noise. However, hu-312

man annotation does not typically have such mis-313

takes and also has the benefit of being able to re-314

port inter annotator agreement so that researchers315

can better understand the difficulty of the task.316

3.2 Subsampled splits: Unnecessarily317

discarded data318

There can be some confusion as to which dataset is319

referred to by “WikiAnn.” The original WikiAnn320

paper (Pan et al., 2017) contains data in 282 lan-321

guages, but there is also another version derived322

from the original with only 176 languages (Rahimi323

et al., 2019) with fixed data splits. This derived324

version is the one that can be found in Hugging325
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Figure 1: Counts of mentions in the full WikiAnn
datasets in seven African languages that will be of inter-
est in experiments in Section 3.5. A logarithmic scale
is used so that all languages can be visualized.

Face’s Datasets.3 The original (unsplit) WikiAnn 326

datasets can be found on Google Drive.4 327

We describe the differences between the two 328

versions of the dataset in detail because many may 329

use the currently popular Hugging Face Datasets 330

library (Lhoest et al., 2021) and never realize they 331

have access to less data than is in the original. Ad- 332

ditionally, we highlight how the subsampled data 333

no longer reflects a natural distribution of entity 334

types and discards substantial amounts of data. 335

The original WikiAnn datasets are much larger 336

than what was kept in the splits used by Rahimi 337

et al. (2019). As can be seen in Figure 1, in the 338

original data the languages display an uneven dis- 339

tribution of mention types, with most languages 340

having far more mentions of LOC than ORG or 341

PER.5 This likely reflects a mix of the true distri- 342

bution of named entities in the data and the fact 343

that recall is typically highest for LOC entities. 344

Rahimi et al. (2019) used stratified sampling to 345

select sentences for inclusion in their splits. The 346

process is as follows: first, the sentences in the 347

dataset are categorized into three groups (LOC, 348

3https://HuggingFace.co/datasets/
wikiann

4https://drive.google.
com/drive/folders/1bkK6ly_
awxe9IgAKL16VVvCtjcYcDSw8

5In all figures showing WikiAnn data, we use Wikimedia
language codes rather than ISO 639-3 codes for consistency
with the original data.
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Figure 2: Counts of mentions in the stratified data se-
lected by (Rahimi et al., 2019). A logarithmic scale is
used so that all languages can be visualized.

ORG, PER) based on the entity type of the last349

mention in the sentence. The size of the small-350

est of these groups is defined to be the minimum351

count, and this number of sentences is taken from352

each group and added to a new list of sentences.353

This list is shuffled, and if it is large enough, will354

be used to make 10,000/10,000/10,000 splits. If355

not, the splits will be 1,000/1,000/1,000, and if356

there are not enough sentences for that, then the357

next step is 100/100/100. If there is not enough358

data for 100/100/100 splits, then the language359

will be skipped. However, this was not the pro-360

cess used to create splits for the 41 languages361

whose performance was examined in (Rahimi362

et al., 2019), though the authors provide informa-363

tion on those splits in the appendix.364

As can be seen in Figure 2, stratified sampling365

was largely successful in balancing the mention366

types across the splits. However, a large amount367

of data is discarded by this process, and Hausa and368

Wolof are entirely thrown out because the entity369

type with the minimum count had too few men-370

tions for this splitting method to be used. Further-371

more, the distribution of entity types is artificial,372

and does not match up with what might be the373

natural distribution of entity types. For compar-374

ison see the distribution of entity types from the375

MasakhaNER data (Adelani et al., 2021), a human376

annotated NER dataset for 10 African languages,377

as shown in Figure 3.378
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Figure 3: Counts of mentions in the MasakhaNER data
for languages present in WikiAnn. The DATE tag was
excluded for consistency with WikiAnn.

3.3 Is WikiAnn useful for languages with 379

human annotation? 380

For languages where there is no annotated NER 381

data, WikiAnn is likely better than nothing. How- 382

ever, when annotated data is available for evalua- 383

tion, can WikiAnn still be a useful resource? We 384

conducted experiments by comparing models fine- 385

tuned only on the MasakhaNER training data to 386

those fine-tuned on the concatenation of WikiAnn 387

with the MasakhaNER training data to see whether 388

adding WikiAnn could improve performance by 389

providing additional in-language training data.6 390

For comparison, we also experimented with fine- 391

tuning using the concatenation of the training data 392

across all languages in MasakhaNER. 393

Qualitatively, the WikiAnn data differs greatly 394

from any typical NER dataset annotated on news, 395

such as MasakhaNER. As can be seen in Table 1, 396

the WikiAnn data is generally very dense in men- 397

tions, contains many “sentences” not ending in pe- 398

riods (which are likely not actually sentences at 399

all), has a high number of “sentences” that consist 400

of only a single mention. 401

For all experiments, training was done for 402

50 epochs. Training was done using the 403

train_ner.py script from the MasakhaNER 404

6The MasakhaNER dataset makes use of the DATE tag
in addition to LOC, ORG, and PER which appear in both
datasets. For our experiments all of the DATE mentions were
removed and annotated as O.
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Lang. Sentences Sentences ending
in a period

Sentences
consisting of a
single mention

Mentions Tokens Tokens inside
mentions (%)

Average tokens
per mention

amh 1,032 101 381 1,189 6,477 38.74 2.11
hau 489 176 223 517 3,650 16.58 1.17
ibo 937 284 568 968 6,387 27.59 1.82
kin 1,517 176 1,163 1,680 6,496 42.90 1.66
swa 7,589 2,353 3,113 9,315 43,085 57.36 2.65
wol 1,196 337 624 1,370 10,800 17.05 1.34
yor 3,438 396 2,285 3,716 18,319 62.44 3.08

Table 1: Token, sentence, and mention statistics for all data in seven African languages contained in WikiAnn.

Lang. MasakhaNER +WikiAnn ∆ p-value

amh 70.63 ±1.16 69.02 ±1.72 1.61 0.0191
hau 90.54 ±0.56 90.03 ±0.58 0.51 0.1041
ibo 86.37 ±0.83 85.44 ±0.58 0.93 0.0211
kin 73.89 ±2.12 72.14 ±1.79 1.75 0.0821
swa 87.90 ±0.64 88.16 ±0.85 0.26 0.4963
wol 68.12 ±1.38 68.18 ±1.22 0.06 0.8798
yor 78.23 ±0.99 79.25 ±0.98 1.02 0.0539

Table 2: Comparison of F1 scores between XLM-
R fine-tuned using only MasakhaNER data and fine-
tuned using MasakhaNER data and all available
WikiAnn data in each language.

GitHub.7 Unless otherwise specified, each experi-405

ment was run with 10 different seeds.8406

For evaluation, the SeqScore9 toolkit (Palen-407

Michel et al., 2021) was used, with the408

conlleval method of repairing invalid label409

sequences unless otherwise specified. Reported410

scores are the average of all training runs.10411

3.4 Fine-tuning with WikiAnn and412

MasakhaNER413

We experimented with fine-tuning XLM-R on the414

concatenation of the MasakhaNER training data415

with all available WikiAnn data in the correspond-416

ing language. The results are shown in Table 2.417

On average, F1 decreased by 0.49 when adding418

WikiAnn to the training data. Three languages419

(Swahili, Wolof, and Yoruba) show increases in420

7https://github.com/masakhane-io/
masakhane-ner

8The learning rate was 5e-5. The optimizer used
was AdamW, with an epsilon value of 1e-8, and
the scheduler was the script’s default scheduler, called
get_linear_schedule_with_warmup. The maxi-
mum sequence length was set to 164, and the training batch
size was set to 32. Prediction was done with a maximum se-
quence length of 512, because smaller values led to a handful
of tokens not receiving any predicted labels.

9https://github.com/bltlab/seqscore
10Throughout this paper, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is

used to evaluate statistical significance.

Lang. Single lang. All langs. ∆ p-value

amh 71.19 ±1.20 71.70 ±1.01 0.51 0.3847
hau 89.78 ±0.41 90.85 ±0.48 1.07 0.0005
ibo 84.18 ±0.94 85.72 ±0.60 1.54 0.0024
kin 73.29 ±1.40 74.67 ±0.79 1.38 0.0283
lug 80.02 ±0.91 80.88 ±0.73 0.86 0.0413
luo 74.43 ±1.60 77.19 ±1.17 2.76 0.0015
pcm 87.89 ±0.72 89.14 ±0.49 1.25 0.0002
swa 87.43 ±0.56 87.19 ±0.42 0.24 0.1988
wol 64.74 ±1.82 65.33 ±1.42 0.59 0.4963
yor 77.63 ±1.17 80.75 ±0.52 3.12 0.0002

Table 3: Comparison of F1 scores between XLM-R
fine-tuned on MasakhaNER data and fine-tuned on the
concatenation of the MasakhaNER train splits for all
languages.

performance, and while none are statistically sig- 421

nificant, the improvement in Yoruba is marginally 422

significant. 423

3.5 Fine-tuning with all MasakhaNER 424

languages 425

The inclusion of WikiAnn data in the training data 426

offers mixed results at best. Another option is 427

to pool the training data across languages, cre- 428

ating a multilingual NER model trained on just 429

the MasakhaNER data that is evaluated on each 430

language’s test set individually.11 Adelani et al. 431

(2021) previously performed this experiment, but 432

we replicate it here using our methodology, which 433

includes statistical significance testing, a larger 434

number of random seeds, and includes Amharic 435

in this experiment even though it uses a different 436

script than the other languages. 437

The results, shown in Table 3, are similar to 438

those reported by (Adelani et al., 2021), with all 439

languages seeing improved performance except 440

for Swahili. Many of the improvements are sta- 441

tistically significant, showing that simply using 442

11For this experiment, the DATE tag was left in the data, as
consistency with WikiAnn data was not necessary.
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more higher quality in-domain human-annotated443

data improves performance, while WikiAnn does444

not appear to help.445

3.6 Summary446

Many languages have no annotated data of the447

type provided by WikiAnn, and for those lan-448

guages WikiAnn may prove useful as long as users449

are aware of its shortcomings. Being an automat-450

ically created dataset, it contains noisy data, and451

it was constructed without input from speakers of452

almost all the languages contained in it. Given453

that the core types (LOC, ORG, and PER) are454

intended to have the same definition across both455

WikiAnn and the MasakhaNER datasets, we pre-456

dicted that augmenting MasakhaNER data with457

WikiAnn would improve performance.458

But even when all available WikiAnn data is459

used, it does not improve the performance of mod-460

els for the MasakhaNER data, and the simpler ap-461

proach of simply pooling the MasakhaNER data462

across all languages produces better results. This463

suggests that the noise level of the WikiAnn “sil-464

ver” standard is very high, raising into doubt the465

validity of benchmarks which treat it as gold stan-466

dard data.467

4 Human annotation: Still essential468

We have spent much of our paper describing many469

of the complexities of working with large-scale,470

Wiki-derived datasets, demonstrating that while471

they have some utility, they must be used with cau-472

tion. This caution stems from the fact that though473

the data contained in them originated from hu-474

man contributions, in its final form in a resource it475

has been removed from its original quality checks.476

For example, in Wikidata, names may be copied477

from one language to another en masse, and in478

WikiAnn, the NER “annotation” is system output479

trained on relatively distant human supervision.480

We have spent so much of our paper describ-481

ing these shortcomings to demonstrate that there482

is no “free lunch” when it comes to avoiding hu-483

man annotation or quality checking of datasets.484

We believe that human annotation processes that485

are ultimately participatory—involving speakers486

of the languages as stakeholders and collabora-487

tors, not mere annotators for hire—like that of488

the MasakhaNER project which we have featured489

through the previous section and related projects490

(Nekoto et al., 2020; Orife et al., 2020) are the491

most important direction for developing language 492

technology for lower-resourced languages. 493

A discussion of efforts to annotate lower- 494

resourced languages would not be complete with- 495

out a discussion of the resources developed as 496

part of the DARPA12 LORELEI (Low Resource 497

Languages for Emergent Incidents) program. The 498

LORELEI program began in fall 2015, and a ma- 499

jor thrust of the program was producing annota- 500

tion for many lower-resourced languages (Strassel 501

and Tracey, 2016). The Linguistic Data Consor- 502

tium (LDC) is in the process of releasing the 31 503

language packs developed as a part of the pro- 504

gram, which have been available to the primar- 505

ily U.S.-based groups funded by the program for 506

years. Tracey and Strassel (2020) stated that they 507

planned to release 1-2 packs per month in 2020. 508

However, as of November 2021, even though the 509

research efforts of the program have largely con- 510

cluded, only 7 language packs have been released 511

to the general public: Akan, Amharic, Oromo, So- 512

mali, Tigrinya, Ukranian, and Vietnamese. Each 513

of these language packs is available for $200 USD 514

to non-members of the LDC. While that is less ex- 515

pensive than typical LDC datasets, that cost can be 516

prohibitively expensive for people who are speak- 517

ers of the languages in the packs, who may live in 518

countries with substantially lower wages and may 519

not have the backing of a well-funded research lab. 520

While it is unfortunate that so little data has 521

been released to date and that the data is not 522

freely available, the main contrast we would like 523

to draw between LORELEI and efforts such as 524

MasakhaNER is the involvement of the speakers 525

of lower-resourced languages. Speakers of the lan- 526

guages included in the LORELEI datasets did not 527

have any significant involvement in the construc- 528

tion of the datasets beyond their role as annotators. 529

This is in no way unique to the LORELEI pro- 530

gram; it is the status quo for annotation projects. 531

Returning to the issues we raise in our intro- 532

duction, we want to highlight that a confluence of 533

factors come together to make a language lower- 534

resourced, among them often a marginalization 535

and/or minoritization of its speakers. We should 536

consider whether it is ethical to have a paradigm 537

in which the marginalized have no say in research 538

that involves them, and in this case may not even 539

12Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, a research
agency that is part of the United States Department of De-
fense and funds a large proportion of US-based computer sci-
ence research.
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be able to access the result of their work years after540

it is performed. In the United States, institutional541

review boards which approve research give extra542

consideration to the harms that can be caused by543

the exploitation of marginalized populations. Due544

to this marginalization, developing resources for545

languages that have had fewer resources created546

for them to date poses a unique set of ethical chal-547

lenges that differs from higher-resourced language548

work, and engaging language speaker in a partici-549

patory fashion can help mitigate the risk of harm.550

5 Challenges551

Before we conclude, we wish to highlight chal-552

lenges that we believe should be addressed as a553

part of continuing to develop resources and mod-554

els for lower-resourced languages.555

Reducing reliance on religious text. Due to the556

large amount of translation of religious texts into557

lower-resourced languages by religious organiza-558

tions in attempts to spread their message, religious559

materials are a common place to look for parallel560

or monolingual data.13 While religious texts can561

be a convenient source of data due to their broad562

coverage of languages, it is important to be aware563

of potential biases, especially when the religion564

of the text is not the predominant religion of the565

speakers of the language—and thus may not match566

their norms—or when the target task could be af-567

fected by bias from the religious data.568

JW300 (Agić and Vulić, 2019) is a source of569

parallel data for over 300 languages with roughly570

100,000 parallel sentences per language pair on av-571

erage. The data was scraped from jw.org, which572

is the website of the Jehovah’s Witnesses. Despite573

being sourced from a religious organization, it con-574

tains articles on a variety of topics translated into575

many languages.14 Inclusion of articles on a va-576

riety of topics does not fully prevent the potential577

for religious bias. As Azunre et al. (2021) demon-578

strate with a few masked sentence completion ex-579

13From the perspective of decolonizing language technol-
ogy (Bird, 2020), these sources may be especially problem-
atic as many of them were used as tools of colonization.

14At the time of submission, this resource is not avail-
able. The site distributing the dataset claimed that the dataset
was freely available for non-commercial use, referred read-
ers to jw.org’s copyright at https://www.jw.org/en/
terms-of-use/, and stated that “for all practical pur-
poses their custom terms of use are very closely aligned with
the more well-known CC-BY-NC-SA license.” However, re-
cently the dataset has been taken down due to a copyright
complaint until formal permission can be obtained.

amples, a model trained on JW300 frequently pro- 580

duces completions with biblical names. Although 581

these types of completions are not grammatically 582

incorrect, they are suggestive of a low level of gen- 583

eralization beyond religious data. 584

Quality control for text resources. A popular 585

way to gather multilingual data is through web 586

crawling. These datasets include CCAligned, Mul- 587

tilingual C4 (mC4), OSCAR, ParaCrawl, WikiMa- 588

trix, and the aforementioned JW300. However, 589

as detailed in (Caswell et al., 2021), there can 590

be fairly serious quality issues when web-crawled 591

data collection is not done carefully. Currently, 592

hen working with lower-resourced languages in 593

large multilingual datasets, it is not a certainty 594

(and sometimes, not even likely) that data is ac- 595

tually in the language that it claims to be. 596

6 Conclusion 597

In closing, we want to refer to the situation 598

highlighted by Bird (2020), where it can be the 599

case that researchers are preoccupied with a data- 600

centric view to the point of completely removing 601

the need to involve speakers of the language in 602

any part of the process. Through our discussion 603

of the shortcomings of Wikidata and WikiAnn for 604

the specific purposes that we have evaluated them, 605

we demonstrated the gaps that are created when 606

the dataset creation process is divorced from the 607

speakers of the language. Our perspective on the 608

process of dataset and model creation can be sum- 609

marized through these guidelines we propose for 610

future work on lower-resourced languages: 611

1. Maximize interaction with and listening to 612

the native speakers of languages included in 613

resources you are developing. 614

2. When feasible, engage with speakers of in- 615

cluded languages for quality control. 616

3. Consider the potential negative consequences 617

of releasing datasets known to be of low- 618

quality, as regardless of how you intend the 619

resources to be used, they will likely be used 620

for evaluation purposes. 621

4. Prefer human annotation by speakers of the 622

language to automatic processes, and release 623

all human annotator decisions as discussed 624

in (Davani et al., 2021; Prabhakaran et al., 625

2021). 626
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